Snow Fluff Experiment
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Snow Fluff Supplies

- 1 cup cornstarch
- 1 cup shaving cream
- Food coloring
- Bowl and spoon
Snow Fluff Instructions

Step 1: Pour the cup of corn starch into a large bowl. Use a spoon to scoop the shaving cream on top of it. Add a couple of drops of the food color of your choice.

Step 2: When the mixture looks like grated cheese, use your hands to squish the mixture together. Pretty soon the shaving cream and corn starch will form a ball, about the same texture as dough.

Step 3: If your mixture is wet and sticky after mixing, it needs a little more cornstarch. If it won’t stick together, add a little more shaving cream.

Step 4: That’s it! Now get creative!

Share your snow with us!